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Studies: Brief Notices

brief notices
eldin hickss
rickss thorough concordance of the LDS standard works
by eldin ricks with charles D
bush junola
bunola S bush and L kristine N ricks FARMS 1995
Thorougb concoreldin hickss
rickss thorough
dance of the LDS standard works
is a far cry from the thin pocket
size combination reference that
missionaries carried in the 1960s
this hefty nine hundred page volume is a concordance of the LDS
scriptures comparable to the james
strong exhaustive concordance of
the bible a printed concordance
of all occurrences of all words in
with a meanthe scriptural text
ingful context phrase iii
for students of the book of mormon doctrine and covenants and
pearl of great price who have no
access to a computer concordance
or who find computers inconvenient inaccessible or confusing

the project went slowly even after
chuck and junola
bunola bush volunteered
to help in 1992 ricks asked his
daughter in law kristine ricks to
help the bushes finish the project
eldin ricks died a few days later
after reiterating his wish for the completion of the concordance the
publication of this book is the fulfill
fillment
ment of that wish this book is
more than a tool it is a monument
of the study of the holy scriptures
nancy R lund

work family and religion in
contemporary society edited by
nancy tatom ammerman and wade
clark roof routledge 1995

this book is a collection of essays

mingled with a few demographic
and survey data the contributing
scholars from a variety of disciplines share a conviction that the
this hard copy is an amazing re- american family is undergoing sigsource it is a concordance that nific
ant change the rise of individnificant
can go anywhere
it can be ualism and the large numbers of
taken into the classroom by both women entering the labor force
teacher and student back cover
during the 1960s and 1970s drastiyears in the making the concor- cally altered family values As a condance represents an effort begun sequence the ozzie and harriet
by ricks in 1971 when he began family of the 1950s has been reinputting the standard works into placed by an array of differing marcomputer form using the old key- ital arrangements this change
punched computer cards work on does not imply the family is less
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important in the eyes of the average citizen americans continue to
value what families can provide
love emotional support and nur
turance and look for these things
in the new family forms
the essays in this volume explore the evolving connectedness
between three significant social
institutions the workplace the
church and the family they
discuss how and to what degree
corporate american and organized
religion can no longer ignore
the family if they are to survive the
workplace and the church must
nurture the modem family in order
to prosper themselves
none of the essays focus on
latter day saints and the catholic
and protestant experiences discussed have only limited relevance
to the LDS church and its members nevertheless if the reader
is interested in understanding the
emerging and hopefully more
friendly linkage between these
three social institutions and the
ways they affect and are affected
by individual family members
workers and church members the
volume has much to offer
bruce chadwick

gennan
wlben
when truth was treason german
youth against hitler compiled
translated and edited by blair R
holmes and alan F keele university of illinois press 1995

what we have learned to the
present in articles books plays
and lectures of what is now being
hii
Hi
called the helmuth Hil
bener group
hilbener
hiibener
hilberer
ibener
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might be called the popular hilbe
ner woen
when truth was treason is
hiiibener
Hi
the scholars Hil
bener the story
of the young LDS helmuth hilbe
ners resistance to hitler is told by
the last living member of the
group karlheinz
karl heinz schnibbe it is a
gripping story that takes 141 pages
in the telling the remainder of the
425 pages in the book are photos
documents notes and index all
of which provide a fascinating supplement to the story itself
the foreword by klaus J hansen gives us an insightful look at
germany during the war from one
who was there to experience it
and the introduction by holmes and
keele is a timely contradiction to
the current notion receiving so
much publicity that the german
nation as a whole voluntarily
associated themselves with or submitted out of cowardice to the
tyrannical rule of criminals axi
xxi
the seventy four documents lead
us from the decree about extraordinary radio measures document 1 adopted by the nazis in
1939 through the nazi party
report about the discovery of a
Hil
hii
Hi
bener leaflet document 5 to
hiibener
hilbener
hilberer
ibener
the nazi party report about the
character of johann schnibbe
document 17 through nineteen
Hii
of
ofhiibeners
hil beners leaflets and flyers to a
hiibeners
letter from helmuth his letter to
dear sister sommerfeld and family
contains the poignant opening lines
when you receive this letter 1I will
be dead but before my execution 1I
have been granted one wish to
write three letters to my loved
ones 240 the documents even
contain the detailed official report
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Ha
of Hu
hubeners
habeners
beners execution document 62 with the nazis grizzly
insistence on exactness and detail
the book contains 102 pages
of notes on the text and 32
pages of index when truth was
treason will become the official
story of the helmuth Hi ibener
group and will remain so for
some time to come
garold N davis

the MTC set apart

by benson Y
parkinson aspen books 1995

263

missionaries who often do not see
clearly one nearly leaves the MTC
another is almost sent home but

he doesnt condemn them the
novel assumes an audience that
appreciates rich language symbolism a compelling discourse about
the provo temple on independence day and allusion a subtle
retelling of the stories of jonah
Cori
anton and jacob the novel
corianton
demands a sequel and parkinson is
at work on it now the second in a
planned trilogy describing the whole
mission experience
robert M hogge

this engaging novel of missionary life at the missionary training
MTC in provo is written
center MTQ
for a faithful educated LDS audiParkin sons purpose is to
ence parkinsons
describe missionary life both realistically and artistically through the
actions conversations and reminiscences of four elders at the
MTC harvey wilberg a bumbling
but good natured teller of childish
jokes an iowan
lowan with a childlike
corry
heart cordell cony
cont anthon an
athlete from salt lake city a natural leader with the power to draw
people to him or push them away
malan rignell a quietly witty
peacemaker from a ranch in new
mexico clumsy in company but a
calming center for others and
phil jeppsen an australian convert
of one year a scholar and thinker
one who has a great love for the
rigors of the MTC but shies away

cannot happen here
the story of lower goose creek
A flood

reservoir oakley idaho 1984
by kathleen hedberg magic valley publishers 1993

natural disasters and the dest
struction that follows in their wake
have always been headline news
items overlooked for lack of a senional headline however were
sational
sat
the herculean effort and personal
sacrifices of the residents of two
small communities who worked
together to avoid a natural disaster a flood that could have devastated a large farming area of
south central idaho basing her
grass roots
work on meticulous grassroots
research kathleen hedberg tells
the story of these rural communities summoning all their resources
to avert a tragedy
in the spring of 1984 the lower

from interacting with others
these four elders have been set
apart for their missions but will goose creek reservoir threatened
they be able to come together at to overflow A flood was inthe MTC with a tone of gentle par- evitable thousands of acres of
ody parkinson makes fun of his farmland and at least two towns
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burney idaho would
burley
oakley and bunney
be inundated local officials devised a plan to divert the water
from the dam by widening and
extending an existing canal nineteen miles and by digging twenty
four miles of new canal in three
days through existing farmland to
divert the floodwater to murtaugh
lake and the snake river for nearly
twenty days a torrent of water several feet deep and up to seventy
feet wide rushed through the snake
river canal while volunteers sand
bagged and patrolled the banks
sometimes twenty four hours a day
hedberg chronicles the painful
decision of the farmers along the
canal routes to sacrifice crops and
land to save their neighbors from
the flood she tells a story of cooperative spirit as churches civic organizations and individuals worked
together for the community good
because the area is predominantly
mormon oakley 86 percent burley 50 percent the efficient organization of the LDS church played
a major role in organizing the massive effort to divert the floodwaters
floodwaters
one volunteer reported off to
the side we could see the water
flowing to murtaugh lake in front
of us was the canal to the snake
river it hit me for the first time
the vastness of what had been
done we did it I1 remember
thinking we built those canals
and saved our valley 199 terry
bingham cassia county deputy
sheriff and a volunteer civil defense director commented it was
a once in a lifetime experience
normally in my job as deputy sheriff 1I see the dark side of people
that project gave me a confirma-
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tion of the positive side of the
human spirit that is enough to last
276
Hed bergs book is a
herbergs
kathleen hedbergs

a lifetime

splendid tribute worthy of that
spirit
nancy R lund
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